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Ihis paper extends the bundle to be able to represent the constraint condition. The bundle is a 
container of objects and/or other bundles, while an object is a unit representing the entity in the 
database that is created in the bottom-up manner, and is frequently updated. The relationships are 
represented with bundles. Introducing the constraint condition into the bundle makes it possible to 
maintain the constraint$ of the relationships as well as the constraints of the bundles themselves. 
The constraint condition is the disjunction of the bundle condition and the object condition. The 
object condition is for the exceptional objects. This paper presents how to describe the constraints 
of the bundle, and the constraints of the relationships. The prototype system managing the 
constraints is also demonstrated. 
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1. Introduction 
Recently, the database application area has 
extensively spread. Handling of a variety of data sources, 
the flexible management of data, the representation of 
multiple views of an object are required in many 
database applications [IHSJ. Handling a variety of data 
sources has been extensively investigated [6H13], [2J. These 
efforts try to make semi-structured, or unstructured data 
in files be manipulated as if it has structure. Flexible 
management of data has also been studied [6, 3, 14, IS, 16]. 
The flexible structure of a database is tried to be attained 
through sets, flexible relations, instance-based models, 
and prototype based models. Multiple views of an object 
have also been investigated [11H20J. 
A database management system called DREAM tries 
to satisfy all of these requirements[2S, 26, 27]. An object has 
a set of perspectives. A perspective has a set of named 
elements. A named element has a set of values and a 
name. Objects can be categorized, and may belong to 
bundles. A bundle is a set of objects and/or other bundles. 
Once blJndles are created, and have objects, users can 
query on a database by using the information of bundles. 
In DREAM, objects can be categorized in a bottom-up 
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manner. The technology of data mining may help objects 
to be automatically categorized. The next step following 
the categorization of objects is to give relationships to 
objects. Revealing relationships is highly intelligent 
activity. As revealing relationships among objects result 
in discovering laws, representing relationships is 
inevitable for scientific discovery. In DREAM, 
relationships are represented with bundles. Moreover, the 
information on the relationships is stored into the special 
bundles named _relationships and -participants. 
Relationships represent the constraints, e.g. the 
cardinality constraints. Keeping the constrains may 
contradict the requirements of the incremental database, 
where objects may be categorized in a bottom-up manner. 
Some objects may violate the constraints that 
relationships represent. In some applications and/or 
situations, the priority of keeping constraints is higher 
than that of a flexibility of a database. 
In this paper, the bundle is extended to include the 
constraint condition. The constraint condition is the 
disjunction of the bundle condition and the object 
condition. The bl,mdle condition is an ordinary condition, 
which specifies a variety of constraint condition. On the 
other hand, the object condition is for the exceptional 
objects. Introducing the constraint condition into the 
bundle also makes it possible to maintain the constraiqts 
that the relationships represent. The operators valuable 
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for describing the constraints of relationships are also 
introduced. 
The remaining of this paper is as follows. The 
DREAM model and the representation of relation-
ships in DREAM are described in Section 2. Section 
3 proposes the representation of the constraint condi-
tion in DREAM. The prototype system of DREAM 
is described in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this 
paper. 
2. DREAM 
The DREAM model, the named set model, and 
the method of specifying relationships are described. 
2.1 DREAM Model 
Data can be classified into two categories: prelim-
inary data and derived data. The preliminary data is 
the data obtained through experiments and/or mea-
surements. This kind of data is stored in a file or 
in a database having general structure named a basic 
database[26]. The derived data is the data obtained by 
arranging preliminary and/or derived data. In this 
paper, we focus on the derived data. 
The derived data is stored in a derived database. A 
derived database consists of data elements, named el-
ements, perspectives, objects, and bundles[25]. These 
are referred to as database elements. A data element 
is an element storing a data value or a pointing el-
ement. A pointing element is for referring a part of 
data in a file or in a basic database. A named element 
is a triplet of its identifier, a name, and a set of data 
elements and/or objects. An object is a unit express-
ing an entity in a derived database. An object is a 
triplet of its identifier, a name, and a set of perspec-
tives. Although a character string may be set to a 
name, the name of an object is less important than 
those of named elements, perspectives, and bundles. 
The name of an object may be a NULL string. A 
perspective represents an aspect of an object. It is a 
triplet of its identifier, its name, and a set of named 
elements. A set of objects can be managed in a bun-
dle. A bundle is a triplet of its identifier, its name, 
and a set of objects and/or bundles. 
A derived database is built in a bottom-up fash-
ion in DREAM[25J. Assume that there is a file stor-
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Figure 1: A derived database. 
ing the information of pieces of cups obtained from 
an archeological site. Although a cup has a lot of 
features, such as form, design, diameters of the top 
and the bottom, and height, we deal with mainly 
the patterns of the out sides of a cup for conve-
nience. Each of data values obtained by analyzing 
this file is put into a data element. A named element 
is created by giving a name to it. Here, let us de-
rive two kinds of information: the information of the 
top view and that of the top and the bottom views. 
Only a pattern of the out side of the rim is in the 
top view information. The other kind of informa-
tion contains a pattern of the out side of the bottom 
in addition to the top view one. These two kinds 
of information are stored as two perspectives of an 
object. Their names are "top" and "both." The per-
spective named "top" has a named element, whose 
name is "ouLside_oLrim." The perspective named 
"both" has two named element, whose names are 
"out-side_oLrim," and "out-side_oLbottom." Ob-
jects, each of which has these two perspectives, are 
created (See Fig. 1). Let us categorize the object-
s by using these kinds of information. The bundle 
named Cup! holds the objects that have "line" in 
"ouLside_oLrim." The bundle named Cup2 holds the 
objects having "characters" in "out....side_oLbottom." 
The bundles obtained are shown in Fig. 1. 
2.2 Named set model 
The database elements in the DREAM model are 
represented with a triplet of its identifier, its name, 
and the set of something. Therefore, these are uni-
formly treated in a simple data model, which is called 
a named set modeP261. 
A named set is a triplet (id, name, S), where id is 
an identifier, name is a name, and S is a set of named 
sets and/or data values. Let nSi and nSj be named 
sets (idi , namei, Si) and (idj , namej, Sj), respective-
ly. If idi = idj , then nSi and ns j are called identical. 
If Si = Sj, then nSi and nSj are called value-equal. If 
namei = namej and Si = Sj, then nSi and nSj are 
called equal. 
We use the symbol 0 for =, -/=-, <, >, S, and ~ as 
the binary operators comparing two values. The sym-
bol a is used for :3, and ~ as the membership testing 
operators. The symbol A is used for =, -/=-, C, ::), ~, 
and 2 as the the binary operators comparing two 
sets. 
The operators . id, . name, and . S derive the iden-
tifier, the name, and the set of a named set, respec-
tively. Moreover, the operators ->NS, and ->DATA 
derive the named sets, and the data values from the 
set in a named set, respectively. These operators can 
be naturally extended to a set of named sets. 
There are three kinds of operators comparing two 
named sets. First is on the identity of named sets. 
Second is on the sets in named sets. Third and last 
is on the sets in named sets and their names. 
nSl Oidns2 == nSl·idOns2.id 
nSl Ons2 == 'if S E nSl.S(3r E nS2.S(S(J r))/\ 
'if s E nS2.Ser E nSl.S(SO' r)) 
nSl Oname nS2 == nSl.name = nS2·name/\ 
'if S E nSl->NS(3r E nS2->NS (sOname r ))/\ 
'if S E nS2->NS(3r E nSl->NS (sO~amer))/\ 
'if S E nSl->DATA(3r E nS2->DATA (sOr))/\ 
'if S E nS2->DATA(3r E nSl->DATA (sO'r)) 
Here, 0' is < if 0 is >, > if 0 is <, ~ if 0 is ~, ~ if () 
is ~, = if 0 is =, and -/=- if 0 is -/=-. 
The binary operators comparing elements of sets 
of named sets are as follows. 
S 30x'if R == 3 S E S ( 'if r E R (s Ox r) ) 
S 'if Ox 3 R == 'if S E S ( 3r E R (s Ox r) ) 
S 'if Ox 'if R == 'if S E S ( 'if r E R (s Ox r) ) 
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Here, Sand R be sets of named set, and x is id, 
name, or null. The notation S8R is the abbreviation 
of these comparison operators. Note that the opera-
tion S30x 'if R returns true if there exists at least one 
element s in S satisfying sOxr for all of the elements 
in R. On the other hand, the operation S'if Ox 3 R re-
turns true if there exists an element in S satisfying 
sOxr, where r is in R. 
The operations new and del are for creating and 
destroying a named set, respectively. Addition, sub-
traction, and filtering operations are the operations 
for updating a named set[261. 
Selection operations are as follows. 
N S[ id 0 x ] == {ns I ns ENS /\ ns. id 0 x} 
NS[ name Ox] == {nslns E NS /\ ns.nameOx} 
N S[ S a x ] == {ns I ns ENS /\ ns. S ax} 
NS[ S 8 R] == {ns I n~ E NS /\ ns.S 0 R} 
N S[ S A R ] == {ns I ns ENS /\ ns. S A R} 
Here, N S is a set of named sets, x is a data value, 
or an identifier, and R is a set of named sets. Note 
that the last three operations evaluate a set of sets 
of named sets. 
Cartesian product and join operators are as in the 
relational model. 
2.3 Specifying relationships 
In DREAM, relationships are managed by us-
ing bundles[26}. The special bundles are introduced 
in order to store the information of relationships. 
These are system-defined bundles. Once users re-
veal the relationship, its information can be stored 
into these bundles in the form of objects. The bun-
dle _relationships has a set of objects representing 
relationships. The object represents a name of a re-
lationship, the name of the bundle representing the 
relationship, and the participants of the relationship. 
A participant is represented with the object that has 
the name of the named element having the reference 
to the participant object, the name of the correspond-
ing bundle, its role, and the cardinality. This object 
belongs to the bundle _participants. 
Example 1 Consider the relationships between cups 
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An object in the bundle _relationships 
( 0101, '11', { 
( 0102, "main", { 
( 0103, "relname" , { "pair" } ), 
( 0104, "bundle", { "pair" } ), 
( 0105, "persp", { "normal" } ), 
( 0106, "participants", { 0111, 0121 })} 
) } ) 
Objects in the bundle _participants 
( 0111, "", { 
( 0112, "main", { 
(0113, "ne", {"cup"})}), 
( 0114, "bundle", { "cup" } ), 
(0115, "persp" , {"normal"}), 
( 0116, "role", { "stands_on" } ) } )}) 
( 0121, "", { 
( 0122, "main", { 
( 0123, "ne", { "saucer" } ) } ), 
( 0124, "bundle", { "saucer" } ), 
( 0125, "persp" , { "normal" } ), 
( 0126, "role", { "is_stood_on_by" } ) } 
)}) 
Figure 2: An example of the representation of 
the information of a relationship. 
and saucers. A cup corresponds to a saucer. This re-
lationship is represented with an object in the bundle 
pair. The object has the named elements cup and 
saucer for the corresponding objects. These named 
elements are in the perspective normal. 
The objects of the bundles _relationships and 
_participants for this example are shown in Fig. 2. 
The 0101 object represents a relationship. The'name 
of the relationship is pair. The name of the bundle 
storing the information is also pair. The name of 
the perspective is normal. This relationship has two 
participant bundles. The string "main" is the name 
of the perspective. The 0111 object is for the infor-
mation of one participant to the relationship. The 
named element cup of the object in the bundle pair 
has the reference to the object in the bundle cup. 
The role is stands_on. The 0121 object is for the 
information of the other participant. 
3. Constraints representation 
3.1 Constraints of bundles 
A bundle is a container of objects and/or other 
bundles. A bundle may contain any objects and/or 
bundles. However, some objects and/or bundles are 
not required to be contained in a bundle. The bundle 
is extended to be able to specify the condition rep-
resenting constraints. This condition, which is called 
the constraint condition, is specified by using the op-
erations that return the boolean values. The selec-
tion operations may frequently be used. However, 
there are some cases that it is hard to use this kind of 
operations for specifying the objects and/or bundles 
in a bundle. The most important case is for the ex-
ceptional objects. In several applications, especially 
the scientific data management, we have to consider 
the existence of exceptions. These do not follow the 
rules. These can not be ignored because new rules 
may be discovered through them. Exceptional ob-
jects are represented with a predicate of the form of 
oro = 0101, where oro is the key word, and 0101 
is an individual identifier. Therefore, the constraint 
condition is the disjunction of the condition repre-
sented with the ordinary predicates and the condi-
tion for exceptional objects. The former is called the 
bundle condition, and the latter is called the object 
condition. The object condition is the disjunction of 
the predicates described above. 
The bundle is re-defined as follows. 
Definition 1 A bundle is a quartet (id, name, S, C), 
where id is an identifier, name is a name, S is a 
set of objects and/or bundles, and C is a condition 
representing constraints. 0 
Example 2 The bundle Cup1 in Fig. 1 holds the 
objects that have "line" in "ouLside_oLrim" as de-
scribed before. The constraint condition is as follows. 
OBJ.PE.NE[name = "out_side_of_rim"J .0E.val 
= "line" 
The objects and/or bundles in a bundle b is rep-
resented with b. OBJ. In the above example, the no-
tation OBJ rather than Cup1. OBJ is used for brevi-
ty. There is no ambiguity because this constraint 
condition is specified at the bundle Cup1. The nota-
tion this. OBJ may be used for Cup1. OBJ. Moreover, 
the notation . OBJ works as a variable though OBJ 
represents the objects and/or bundles in the bundle. 
The notation this. OBJ binds an object or bundle at 
a time. The perspectives in an object 0 is similar-
ly represented with o. PE. The named elements in a 
perspective p is represented with p. NE. The data ele-
ments and/or objects in a named element ne is repre-
sented with ne . DE. The data value and the data type 
of a data element de is represented with de. val and 
de. type, respectively. 
Example 3 If the bundle Cupl holds the object-
s that have at least the character string "line" in 
"out_side_oLrim," the constraint condition is as fol-
lows. 
OBJ.PE.NE[name = "out_side_of_rim"]:DE.val 
::J {"line"} 
This is written in SQL-like syntax as follows. 
"line" in OBJ.PE.NE[name = 
out_side_of_rim"] :DE.val 
In this example, the operator : is introduced. 
This operator makes the variable bind a set of el-
ements rather than an element at a time. There-
fore, OBJ. PE . NE : DE binds a set of data elements in a 
named' element in a perspective in an object, while 
OBJ . PE. NE. DE binds a data element in a named ele-
ment. 
Example 4 The bundle Cupl holds the objects that 
have "line" in "ouLside_oLrim" and the objects 010 
and all as exceptional objects. The constraint con-
dition is as follows. 
OBJ.PE.NE[name = "out_side_of_rim"].DE.val 
= "line" OR DID = 010 OR DID = 011 
The condition DID = 010 OR DID = 011 is the 
object condition. 
Next is an example of the domain constraint. 
Example 5 The objects shown in Fig. 1 have the 
named elements named "ID." When the data type 
of these named elements is limited to "integer," the 
constraint condition is as follows. 
OBJ.PE.NE[name = "10"] .DE.type = "integer" 
The uniqueness constraint is often required. The 
additional syntax is introduced to represent this con-
straint concisely. 
Example 6 Let the values of the named eiements, 
whose names are "ID", of the objects shown in Fig. 1 
be unique ones. In this case, the constraint condition 
is specified as follows. . 
OBJ.PE[name = "top"] .NE[name = "10"] 
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result = true 
for each a in OBJ 
target = o.PE[name = "top"] .NE[name = "10"] 
for each p in OBJ 
if p.id != o.id then 
if p.PE[name = "top"] :NE[name = "10"] 
includes target then 
result = false 
break 
endif 
endif 
end 
if result false then 
break 
endif 
end 
return result 
Figure 3: An example of the behavior of IS 
UNIQUE predicate. 
IS UNIQUE 
Here, IS UNIQUE is the predicate examining 
whether the element is unique, or not. The behavior 
of this predicate in this example is shown in Fig 3. If 
there exists the same element, this predicate returns 
false. Otherwise, it returns true. 
Next is the case that the uniqueness is required to 
be assured to more than one member. 
Example 7 Consider that the key consists of the 
value of the named element, whose na~e is "grade", 
and that, whose name is "no." The constraint con-
dition is specified as follows. 
OBJ.PE[name = "top"]:NE[name = "grade" 
OR name = "no"] IS UNIQUE 
In this example, uniqueness is checked to a set 
of named elements. For two sets of named elements 
NEl and NE2, if each of the named elements in NEl 
corresponds to a named element in NE2, then the u-
niqueness check returns false. 
3.2 Constraints of relationships 
The relationships are represented with bundles 
in DREAM as described in 2.3. Therefore, the con-
straints that relationships represent can be described 
by using the constraint condition of a bundle. 
Example 8 The constraint condition of the bundle 
representing the relationship pair described in Ex-
ample 1 is as follows. 
X := OBJ.PE[name = "normal"]. 
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NE[name = "cup"].S AND 
BNDL[name = "cup"]:OBJ:J X AND 
X.PE[name = "normal"] AND 
Y := OBJ.PE[name = "normal"]. 
NE[name = "saucer"].S AND 
BNDL[name = "saucer"]:OBJ:J Y AND 
Y.PE[name = "normal"] AND 
N(X) = 1 AND N(Y) = 1 
Here, the operator : = is an assignment operator. The 
set of elements of the right hand side is assigned to 
the variable specified in the left hand side. This op-
erator returns true if the assignment is completed. 
The notation BNDL represents all of the bundles in a 
database. The operator N (X) is introduced to obtain 
the number of the elements in the set X. The predicate 
N (X) = 1 means that the number of the elements in 
the set X is one. This describes the cardinality con-
straints of the relationship. 
The above example is for the 1:1 cardinality con-
straints. The other types of cardinality constraints 
are also specified by using the operator N () . 
Additional operators are introduced to keep the 
constraints of relationships. These are connected 0, 
not_moved(), not_erased_if_connected(), and 
erased_if_erasedO. The operator connected(X) 
warns when the elements of X are not connected to 
other objects: This operator can be used to prevent 
the objects from being disconnected from other ones. 
The operator not_moved (X) returns false when el-
ements of X are moved. This operator is used for the 
hard links, e.g. weak entities. A weak entity can 
neither exist by itself, nor change its partner entity. 
The operator not_erased_if_connected(X, Y) 
returns false when the elements of Yare connected 
and the elements of X are tried to be deleted. So, 
The elements of Y have to be disconnected before the 
elements of X are deleted. 
The operator erased_if_erased(X, Y) warns 
that the elements of X should be deleted when all 
of the elements of Yare deleted. This operator can 
be used in order to check the cascade deletion. 
Example 9 Let consider the constraint condition of 
the bundle representing the weak entity relationship. 
An example of this constraint is as follows. 
X := OBJ.PE[name = "normal"]. 
NE[name = "master"].S AND 
BNDL[name = "master"] :OBJ :J X AND 
X.PE[name = "normal"] AND 
Y := OBJ.PE[name = "normal"]. 
NE[name = "slave"].S AND 
BNDL[name = Islave"]:OBJ:J Y AND 
Y.PE[name = "normal"] AND 
connected(Y) AND not_moved(Y) AND 
erased_if_erased(Y, X) 
Here, the objects in the Bundle slave are weak enti-
ties. These objects must be connected. These must 
not be moved. Moreover, the objects in the bundle 
slave must be deleted when the corresponding ob-
jects in the bundle master are deleted. 
As we see, it may be cumbersome to specify 
manually the constraints that relationships repre-
sent. The information on the relationships is s-
tored into the special bundles _relationships and 
_participants in DREAM. Therefore, the con-
straint conditions for relationships can automatically 
be created and be set to the corresponding bundles. 
When the object violating the constraint condition 
is tried to be inserted to a bundle, two methods are 
allowed. The first is that the object is refused to be 
inserted into the bundle. This results in the insertion 
error. The user may become aware of the illegality. 
If this is caused by the user's mistakes, he or she will 
correct the mistakes, and the object will be success-
fully inserted into the bundle. The second is that 
the object is inserted into the bundle, and the object 
condition is updated to include this object. That is, 
this object is treated as the exceptional object. 
4. Prototype System 
The prototype system of DREAM has been con-
structed. This system is currently constructed with 
three layers. The lowest layer is for the named set 
data model. Everything is manipulated as a named 
set in t~is layer. This layer is written in C++. Cur-
rently, the memory version rather than the secondary 
storage one works. We have the plan to support the 
disk management in the near future. 
The middle layer is for the DREAM model. Users 
can manipulate database elements of the DREAM 
model through this layer. This layer is also written in 
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Figure 4: A window dump of the graphical user interface. 
c++. Moreover, the classes in Java corresponding to 
those in C++, which are for the DREAM model, are 
also supported through JNI(Java Native Interface). 
Therefore, users can write their code manipulating 
database elements of the DREAM model in Java as 
well as in C++. 
The highest layer is for the relationship manage-
ment and the graphical user interface. This layer is 
written in Java. Figure 4 is a window dump of the 
graphical user interface. In this figure, a warning 
window appears to warn the user to insert an object 
into another object in the bundle representing a rela-
tionship when he or she tried to insert an object into 
a bundle. 
5. Conclusion 
This paper proposed that the bundles are extend-
ed to include the constraint condition. The bundle 
is a container of objects and/or other bundles. It al-
so represents the relationships. Introducing the con-
straint condition into the bundle makes it possible to 
maintain the constraints of the relationships as well 
as the constraints of the bundles. The object con-
dition, which is for the exceptional objects, can be 
specified in the constraint condition in the bundle. 
The operators valuable for describing the constraints 
of the relationships are also introduced. 
When the exceptional objects are gathered in a 
bundle, the bundle condition may be changed to 
keep the exceptional objects as the normal object-
s in the bundle. The mechanism or tool supporting 
this change of the bundle condition is included in the 
future work. 
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